“Forest econics:” mimicking processes and patterns in old growth forest to promote sustainable forestry under global change
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Abstract
Thermodynamic theory has been applied to ecological studies to help understand and describe the complexities of ecosystem function and resilience. Ecosystems are efficient when they exhibit optimum conditions in three principal functional characteristics; biomass; information; and networks. The synergistic properties of complex structures, higher biomass storages and greater functional diversity enhance energy dissipation and storage, which provides the system with resilience. Old growth forests are rich in these functional traits and express optimum thermodynamic tendencies in the form of cooler surface temperatures and greater attenuation of temperature. Forests subjected to human-induced disturbance undergo structural and compositional simplification and this reduces the ability of the system to degrade energy. The results of a study used in this paper indicated that old-growth and mature semi-natural forests ordinate towards competitor-stress communities in contrast to secondary forests or managed stands that were more dominated by ruderal species and with fewer competitor and stress-tolerant plants. Older stands also appeared to have higher biomass in the form of living and dead wood. Surface temperatures in old-growth and semi-natural forest stands were significantly more attenuated than in managed forest. The indications are for greater efficiency of energy dissipation in complex forest ecosystems. These findings have important applications to the management of forests undergoing environmental change. Forestry practices that attempt to promote higher thermodynamic function by mimicking ecological processes of natural forests are more likely to conserve eco-exergy and so enhance resilience in forests facing the impacts of climate change. The principles of forest econics are presented in the wider context of close-to-nature forestry.

Introduction
A long history of land use change and exploitation of forests has dramatically altered the landscape of Europe as well as shaped cultural values of wilderness. The transformation of space and perception that began in earnest soon after the Mesolithic period and has continued unabated to the present day has created the cultural landscape of Europe, and engineered a baseline shift in social values of biodiversity (Vera 2009). Evidence for the extent and nature of European forests leading up to the Neolithic period are unclear (Birks 2005), as there are two competing hypotheses: the “high-forest” hypothesis (Iversen 1973, Bradshaw 2003); and the “wood-pasture” hypothesis (Vera 2000). The outcome of this debate is of significance to conservationists because, if Vera was correct, then traditional perceptions of closed-canopy forests would not be appropriate indicators of old growth. A more recent and thorough analysis of both pollen records and insect fossils (Bradshaw et al. 1994, 2003) would suggest large herbivores played a part in maintaining open areas but were not necessarily influential in the structuring of forests. The implication would be that forests existed as large tracts across the landscape with intermittent breaks some which were larger and more permanent than others.

If Russia is included, approximately 47% of present-day Europe is under tree cover (MCPFE 2003), of which 1 – 3% might be classified as old growth (Gilg 2004). The largest continuous tracts of natural and near natural forest are to be found in Finland, Sweden and the remote mountainous areas of
Central and Eastern Europe (Diaci 1998) although the exact extent and quality of the Eastern Europe forests is still being investigated (Veen et al. 2010).

The complexity of forest ecosystems, particularly old growth, cannot be adequately represented or classified using simple terms or any one defining criterion. Science is unable to capture the changes over time in the natural order of ecosystems or the levels of spatial and functional complexity that operate to self-referential processes, which generate new emergent properties in order to provide the system with resilience to uncertain changes in the environment. However clumsy, most definitions of old growth forest employ several criteria (Kimmins 2003; Gilg 2004), which can be categorised broadly as structure and composition; natural processes or dynamics; and biogeochemical processes that help describe interactions between species and also between biota and the physical environment (Wirth et al. 2009).

More recently, the laws of physics, specifically thermodynamics, have been applied to explain ecosystems and to get round some of the problems inherent in working with ecological concepts. The law of conservation of energy shapes and drives ecosystems and is at the heart of evolution. Simply translated, biological diversity is the product of the second law of thermodynamics and it can be explained by introducing three key ecological attributes of functional ecosystems: biomass; networks (describes the composition and complexity of an ecosystem); and information (the function and role of components of an ecosystem, processes and trophic structures) (Jørgensen 2006; 2007; Norris et al. 2011; Freudenberger et al. 2012). The need to efficiently dissipate incoming energy and build up eco-exergy that allows for physiological processes and reproduction would be a major driver of ecological and biological evolution. Functional biodiverse systems optimally balance between hydric, material and energetic efficiency and resilience needed in the face of unpredictable events and environmental change. The relative ease of recording and translating the above-mentioned three key ecological attributes into environmental proxy measures is of particular value to managers who till now have worked with more predictive indicators derived from linear experimental science.

The historical and more recent commercial exploitation of forests across Europe has altered the structure and composition enough to change the vegetation function and surface energy balance. A decline in biodiversity that amounts to losses in biomass, ecological information and networks, has caused the simplification of ecosystem processes and a reduction in functional processes and resilience (Daily et al. 1997; Foley et al. 2005; Wagendorp et al. 2006). Local climatic feedback processes have been disrupted creating more extreme temperature conditions (e.g. Rebetez et al. 2007; Teuling et al. 2010; Royer et al. 2011; Smith 2011). There exists clear scientific evidence for the effects of human-induced modifications to forest ecosystems on local and regional climates (Robinson et al. 2009; Medvigy et al. 2010; Teuling et al. 2010; Zisenis 2010).

Temperate old-growth forests function at optimum ecological capacity and are naturally rich in ecosystem functional indicators (e.g. Nilson et al. 2002; Brumelis et al. 2011). Typically, old growth forests contain between 500 – 1000 m$^3$/ha of living biomass and an additional 50 – 150 m$^3$/ha of dead wood (Gilg 2004). The building of energy-dissipative structures and exergy capital within an ecosystem is the means a forest has of maximizing the buffer capacity, and is the basis of resilience and adaptation to environmental change (Bendoricchio & Jørgensen 1997; Fath et al. 2004; Achten et al. 2008). The relationship between the three key ecological attributes and local surface temperatures (see Kay et al. 2001; Lin et al. 2011; Norris et al. 2011), is a useful parameter in evaluating ecosystem functioning and health (Aerts et al. 2004). For instance, in forests human disturbance can result in the increase in surface temperatures and a corresponding reduction in the capacity for thermodynamic regulation (Aerts et al. 2004; Wagendorp et al. 2006). Drawing on this science, and supporting experimental evidence the authors present the case for adopting ecosystem function traits as appropriate indicators of forest sustainability. True close-to-nature forest management should not be defined by selected representations of desirable structures and features of natural forest. Instead, is should include the mimicking of key processes and functions observed in free-willed old growth, more in line with principles of “econics”. In brief, Econics describes the systematic learning from ecosystems for sustainable development. Among the key processes to be taken into account is the accumulation of eco-exergy related to the dissipation of incoming energy.

Evidence in the field
Recent studies carried out in near-natural / old growth and managed forests in the UK, Germany and Ukraine to investigate the relationship between ecosystem function and surface temperature conditions (see Norris et al. 2011), suggest there is a significant increase in temperature fluctuation
where forests have been disturbed by humans (Figure 1). The evidence points to the overriding importance of biomass in the system (Figure 2) although it is not clear whether the relationship is directly related or if it involves more complex processes to do with water. Small-scale analysis of dead wood across the study sites would indicate that water capture and retention is important in regulating surface temperature in forests. For instance, older, more decayed logs appear to moderate surface temperatures more effectively than similar sized fresh dead wood (Figure 3).

Figure 1 Daily mean surface temperature (°C) in two contrasting forest stands in the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve, Ukraine; Old growth forest in the core zone, and used forest in the buffer zone.

Figure 2 Combined biomass scores (log-transformed values for live and dead wood characteristics extrapolated to the hectare against standard deviation in temperature for 10% hottest survey days.
Figure 3 Percentage volume of coarse woody debris in more decayed classes 3-5, against standard deviation in temperature for 10% hottest survey days.

There are apparent differences between used and old growth forest in vegetation functional traits (Figure 4), and some indication of a relationship between the two ecosystem function indicators, information and networks, and surface temperature (Figure 5). However, it is unclear whether the trend between function traits and temperature is operating independently of biomass. It is more likely that local temperature conditions are under the control of complex processes involving the diversity of energy dissipative structures influencing both carbon and water storage.

The similar microclimatic conditions observed at both stand and log scale would suggest the influences of vegetation structure and function on temperature produce fractal patterns across scales. A related study on global ecosystems and vegetation functional traits appears to support this idea (Freudenberger et al. 2012). It is possible that cross-scale patterns reflect levels of connectedness (networks) in ecosystems, which has implications for forested landscapes that are fragmented.
Figure 4 Principal Component Analysis for old growth and used forest plots in the Carpathian Biosphere Reserve, Ukraine. The data used are vegetation function traits. OG is old growth; BZ is managed stands in the buffer zone; C is competitor plant trait; S is stress tolerant plant trait; and R is ruderal plant trait, based on plant ordination analysis (Grime et al. 2007).

Forest econics: Establishing an ecologically grounded baseline for the sustainable management of forests

Continued debates about the character and definition of old-growth forests are likely to distract conservation efforts away from more pressing issues of safeguarding forests that are functionally efficient and intact. The primeval forests of Europe we yearn for have been lost in the evolutionary history of Europe. However, there remain a very small number of sites that appear to be naturally intact, “free-willed” forests exhibiting all the characteristics we would consider to be ‘old growth’. Our focus should be on protecting these last vestiges of free-willed forest as baselines and reference points for the rest of Europe’s forested landscape.

The advantages to biodiversity and stand stability of practicing close-to-nature forestry are discussed in detail (Christensen and Emborg, 1996, Bergeron and Harvey, 1997; Schulte and Buongiorno, 1998; Hansen et al., 1999; Bradshaw et al., 1994; Fähser, 1995; Mason and Quine, 1995; Nabuurs and Lioubimov, 2000; Bengtsson et al., 2000; Emborg et al., 2000) although general references to nature are misleading as it does not imply ultimate release of forests from human intervention nor does it suggest a mimicking of the old growth conditions prevalent in remnant primeval forest (Gamborg & Larsen 2002). The principles used to guide European practices of close-to-nature forestry are underpinned by the criteria drawn up at the First Expert Level Follow-up Meeting of the Ministerial Conference (1993) in Helsinki for forest sustainability (Gamborg & Larsen 2002). The three fundamental elements proposed by Jørgensen (2007) to describe ecosystem function, namely biomass, information and networks, are coincidentally covered by the criteria, for instance, in the case of the criterion: “The maintenance of the health and vitality of forest ecosystems.” However, both conceptual and linguistic generalities are likely to encourage subjective and misguided interpretation. For instance, what constitutes a “healthy and vital” ecosystem?

We suggest that managers require more clearly defined and measurable indicators that are based on fundamental laws of physics and corresponding ecological functioning played out and observed in old growth forest. Principles of econics already introduced earlier in this paper can offer an appropriate framework on which to base sound practices in sustainable forestry. The following four objectives are proposed for “forest econics”:

- To build and maintain resilience in managed forests
- To ensure forest ecosystems maintain inherent capacity to adapt to uncertain change, in particular, to conditions likely to arise as a result of climate change
To conserve natural patterns, objects and legacies essential for the full function and evolution of forest ecosystems.

To secure an effective buffer in forest ecosystems by practicing “ecological banking” at all scales.

To practitioners such objectives need translating into action, which can then be measured and incorporated into silvicultural strategies.

The following operational directives could be applied alongside the existing list for sustainable forestry:

- To maximise net biomass retention based on measures taken from appropriate old growth reference sites (retention of super-canopy trees, proportion of post-incremental trees, mounds, large snags and logs, and areas of undisturbed field vegetation, understory and soil).
- To maximise the water-retention capacity of forests through more careful consideration of stand structure, dead wood retention and soil conservation
- To promote connectedness through variable retention of environmental legacies, including native seed banks, vegetation and local geomorphological features
- To safeguard cross-scale processes by planning and managing at landscape scale
- Mimic natural gap dynamics and succession phases using “free-willed” forest as reference sites
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